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KCP-616 Duck Bill Clamp
It's great for holding foamcore and breadboard with the easy quick set-up clamp. The steel baby
stud welded on the clamp with embossed neck design for firmly fixed on the baby receiver or 
a Grip head.
weight: 890 g

KCP-413 Kino Flo Fluorescent Lamp Holder
Designed for holding a single Kino Flo T-12 fluorescent lamp / tube with double spring steel clips.
Swivel ball joint design comes with neck-embossed 5/8" Baby stud can neatly mount in a grip head, 
c-stand, or gaffer grip for offering multi-positions. Metal adjustable lever handle is designed for a 
specific handle position is desired. Weight: 300 g (0.66 lbs)

KCP-411 Off-Set Mounting Adapter - 5/8" 
The welded steel with chrome plated off-center adpater offers the excellent balance for the weight
of fluorescent light on the center of a light stand. 

KCP-724 Wall Spreader 2” x 4”
Designed for a background support, or an overhead beam to hanging lighting fixtures by placing cut
lumber at each end. It can be used both horizontal and vertical positions.
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KCP-650 Ruler Clamp
Locks onto posts, beams and objects with spans to 56 cm (22” ) to support lights or flags by moveable
two baby studs adapter. 
Max. length: 55 cm (21.6’’ )
Available Link two for Extend

KCP-651 Large Ruler Clamp
Constructed by lightweight and durable square aluminum with anti-reflection anodized surface treatment.
Features oversize length which can mount the square object upto 84 cm (33” ). One movable baby stud 
(16 mm) is equipped on the tube with adjustable lever for the convenience of switching the position.
Max. length: 85 cm (33.5’’ )
Available Link two for Extend

KS-055 Junior Multi Header
Constructed by solid steel square tube with 100cm (40’’ )  length and anti-reflection black coating.
Five junior receivers are well-welded for maximum five lighting fixtures. Attached with a junior stud 
(28 mm) for universal stand top or any mounting accessories comes with junior socket. Max loading
weight is 50KG but please note that when load on one side only, max loading weight would be 15 KG.

KS-066 Baby Triple Header
Five baby studs with embossed neck well-welded on the sturdy steel offset for mounting five lights.
The central adapter with unique design that can be mounted on the stand of fitting into a junior receiver.

KS-056 6X Lantern T-Bar
1420 mm(55.9" ) long solid steel square tube attached with solid steel 28mm spigot. Six butterfly nuts
are equipped on the bar for maximum mounting six lighting fixtures. Max loading weight is 12 KG but 
please note that when load on one side only, max loading weight would be 6 KG.



KS-101 Umbrella Swivel Bracket 
Umbrella Swivel Bracket is made of aluminum
and with 5/8'' (16mm) receiver in both ends
that can connect stands or accessories with 
baby pin to make aiming the light or flash easy 
with swivel design. The locking umbrella socket 
also accepts umbrella shafts up to 3/8" diameter. 

KS-104 
Versatile Swivel Adapter w/ KS-CB01
Same function as KS-103 but with
Camera bracket.

KS-105 
Versatile Swivel Adapter w/ KS-CB02.
Sames function as KS-103 but with 
Quick release camera plate.

KS-102 
Same function as KS-101 but with KS-014R 
& KS-015R which are two removable,
reversible 5/8’’studs with 1/4"-20 and 3/8’’
threads; and can be mounted various 
attachments like umbrella’s, soft boxes, 
strobe's and speedlites.

KS-103 Versatile Swivel Adapter
Versatile Swivel Adapter comes with a two 
ball joint 5/8’’ (16mm) stud:, one is tapped for 
3/8’’ and the other is for 1/4’’ , offers you to 
clamp onto a support at odd angles with 
stands or suction cups. Both ball joint stud 
alsodesigned to fit into baby socket likes convi.
clamp, super viser and hold object stable.
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Application
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